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X3 albion prelude litcube's universe

Ship Stats (1.7.x) / Ship Statistics (1.6.2, 1.6.1) / Ship Stats (1.6.0) / Ship Statistics (1.5.2) Weapons Statistics (1.7.x, 1.6.x, 1.5.2) Rocket Statistics (1.7.x, 1.6.x) 1.6.x, 1.5.2) Map of the Universe (1.7.x, 1.6.x, 1.5.2) / Universe map LU remap 0.6.1 UI Music LU uses only 5 of the 12 combat soundtracks
X3:AP - the remaining 7 are used as sectoral background music. It's pretty boring, so I've restored all 12 of them - you'll hear them mostly. I also added two battle tracks from the old X games. Remove these 42 MP3 files into the soundtrack folder in the LU catalog, not in the addon catalog: LU Combat
Tracks v2 Get rid of star Wars weapon sound effects for APC, PG and GRC: I see no reason to tarnish the X universe with Star Wars effects, so I replaced these three sound effects from XRM. Copy the contents of this qIP file directly to the X3 LU catalog, not to the addon catalog. Ships
CheatCollectionPackageAP-V1.62-18.12.2011.zip X3:AP with XRM 1.30d XRM download: Part 1, Part 2, Part 3, Medium Corps Pack Ship Stats (English) - Ship Stats (German) Weapons Stats (English) - Weapon Stats (German) Rocket Stats (English) - Rocket Stats (German) Universe Map (English) -
Universe Map (German) CPP - Combat Performance Patch v2 Download: CPP v2 - You may have noticed that the huge battles of the fleet are bad. This patch changes the XRM weapon to mitigate the penalty for performance in huge battles. InstallationXRM for TC: Copy the contents of this file in the
XRM catalog in the type catalog. XRM for AP: Copy the contents of this file in the XRM catalog in the Addon catalog. DeleteSimply delete both files. Summary you don't have to start a new game for this patch. In fact, you can turn it on or off anytime you want by simply adding or deleting files from the
catalog and restarting the game. The following lasers remain unchanged: all beam weapons and mobile drilling systems The following lasers have their shot speed (bullets per minute) dropping to 50%: all anti-aircraft weapons (Flak Artillery Array, Array Electromagnetic Destroyer, Flak Array Cluster,
Starburst Shockwave cannon, Starburst Shockwave Cannon prototype, as well as Phase Laser Gun Array, Plasma Explosion Generator and Gauss CannonExample: EMDA Speed drops from 120 to 60 rounds per minute. The next laser shot speed (bullets per minute) is reduced to 33%, and the bullet
speed has increased by 75%: all other weapons: the speed of IRE is reduced from 400 to 133 rounds per minute, while the speed of the bullet increases from 2000 to 3500 m/s. Completely unchanged for all lasers is: range, SHIELD shield, DPS body, energy consumption per second, special abilities,
cargo, class utensils, bullet hitbox size, price -- so all weapons weapons just like before. You can see the new gun stats here: CPP Weapons Stats (English) Misc Data File Wall File for Bounce Litcube 1.7: Wall File (English) - Wall File (German) MARS 5.2x Data File: Weapon Data File (English) -
Weapon Data File (German) The game begins a review of the player's launch vehicle at all games begins CheatCollectionPackageAP-V1.62-18.12.2011.zip X3:AP 3.1 Ship Stats (English) - Ship Stats (German)) Weapons stats (English) - Weapons stats (German) Missile Stats (English) - Rocket Stats
(German) CheatCollectionPackageAP-62-18.12.2011.zip X3:TC 3.2 Ship statistics (English) - Ship statistics (German) Weapons Statistics (English) - Weapons Statistics (German) Missile Statistics (English) - Rocket Statistics (German) Place to discuss scenarios and game modifications for X3: Terran
Conflict and X3: Albion Prelude. Moderators: Scripts /Modding Moderators, Moderators for English X Forum Boringnick Messages: 338 Joined: Thu, 20. 08 March, 07:10 Post from Boringnick W, 22. April 14, 11:40 I read the page wiki and it's fantastic! Since your goal is to make the game livelier (OCV
and Phanon), is the Life Shush scenario compatible with fashion? It sounds like the perfect addition to it. Litcube Posts: 4245 Joined: Fri, 20. Oct 06, 19:02 Post Litcube Wed, 23. April 14, 04:01 Boringnick wrote: I read through the wiki page and it's fantastic! Since your goal is to make the game livelier
(OCV and Phanon), is the Life Shush scenario compatible with fashion? It sounds like the perfect addition to it. I've never installed this package before, so I don't know. This would be my default answer to any questions regarding compatibility. Other testers of the game (Bullwinkle, Sinnerman, etc.) could
tell you more. Here's the thing: LU is very different from the vanilla system. Scripts and fashions made on this forum suggest that they are installed on the vanilla system. Litkube Universe Vicky Litcube Posts: 4245 Joined: Fri, 20. Oct 06, 19:02 Post Litcube Wed, 23. April 14, 04:02 zanzal writes: Looks
great Litcube. Want to give any clues as to when a public download will be available? I'm looking forward to seeing your vision of the full universe with the actual end of the game. He'll be here within a month. Probably closer to three weeks. Litkube Universe Vicky KRJ Posts: 26 Joined: W, 26. Aug 03,
18:55 Post from KRJ Seda, 23. April 14, 05:00 sounds Awesome PS took me forever to remember my username for this forum I'm a long time user and the player just want to say how much I appreciate the hard work you put in this and other things you did this series was an old friend I keep coming back
to shualim 4 Joined: Sat, 6. Aug 05, 17:42 Post shualim Wed, 3. 14 April, 20:53 Good time to check back. looks interesting. waiting for the rls. ALien8ed Messages: 54 Joined by: Thu, 26. January 06, 03:32 Post ALien8ed Thu, 24. April 14 at 7:51 Wiki Vicky I'm excited. Sounds fantastic and I'm really
looking forward to giving it a go... Boringnick Posts: 338 Joined: Thu, 20. 08 March, 07:10 Message from Boringnick Thu, 24. April 14, 14:55 Reading the pages of wikis, it looks like the largest X3 update ever, more than Terran Conflict and Albion Prelude together. And better than The Revival to date. This
may seem far-fetched, but have you thought about contacting Egosoft? I can totally see what your mod can serve as the basis for another X3 title. The revival has trashed its reputation and no one from use wants to see Egosoft go away - making another official X3 extension can bring some confidence
back and top up your bank account a bit. bluenog143 Messages: 764 Joined: Seda, 26. October 11, 23:35 Post on bluenog143 Thu, 24. April 14, 22:37 Boringnick wrote: Reading the wiki pages, it looks like the largest X3 update ever, more than the Terran Conflict and Albion Prelude together. And better
than The Revival to date. This may seem far-fetched, but have you thought about contacting Egosoft? I can totally see what your mod can serve as the basis for another X3 title. The revival has trashed its reputation and no one from use wants to see Egosoft go away - making another official X3 extension
can bring some confidence back and top up your bank account a bit. Well, to be honest, it's not like our (read some of us) confidence in EGOSOFT has been damaged for no reason. They should have known better from the start so as not to do the X-R, but what is done is done. I personally think
EGOSOFT needs to support itself by making and selling good software rather than relying on the diligence of its fans to do their job for them, and, in fact, better than actual developers. I mean come on, there's a huge problem if the game company has to rely on it fans to make the game good, and an
even bigger problem if they have to rely on their fans to make the game functional at all. If all the pro modders in this community were to make their own space games and got budget and time (7 years full-time paid work) that EGOSOFT I would bet money that it would kick the X-R out of the water. It's a
shame they can't just open their own studio. SinisterDeath writes: It reminds me of something... I don't believe in GOD, but GOD sure believes in blowing up my factories. Dark_Ansem wrote: Seeing your creation in the game and work makes you feel all the warmth and fuzzy inside. X3: Albion Prelude -
Obecn' diskuze - Detaily t'mat Master X3 Litcube Universe For people who think that X3AP is old and dead, just play X3 Litube Universe.This is how I wish the X3 game would be. It's almost to a new game. Litcube Universe is one of the last overall transformations of the X3, and still gets balance and
updates. Also the game has many new futures. Just imagine mobile mining fleets, new trade searches, a game that is still interesting hours and hours of play. (2 new evil corporations) Also soon with a new flight system (EMS). Some new futures.-New dock agents, managers, couriers, cargo ships.
Everything to make your empire better managed for you.-Export/import future to keep your save games compatible with futures updates.-Build Saturn Complex Hub-Mobile Mining-Template Manager (to quickly match your ships)-Fast Shuttles-Military Logistics Command Center (MLCC) (just a master
piece) and more. Also full support and explanation of the wiki page, as well as support on the Egosoft forum. The game has a new updated encyclopedia. The X3 LU is also fully optimized, so the X3LU works much better. Many vanilla errors have been resolved. X3LU got me hooked, even I have XR, and
Elite Dangerous. Litcube has done and is still doing a great job with this overall fashion makeover. LU is really cool. Just one thing, due to the many changes and new futures, this mod is not compatible with most other mods out there. Also, the bonus package is not supported. But that's not a problem
really, because LU gives you a lot of new futures anyway. Also, if you really like the X3 and you want to start something new, this is the mod you should be playing. Info: //forum.egosoft.com/viewtopic.php?t'365706Example Video: mining: mining: com/watch?
v'sLCc7HMo2k4'list'UUfrcX4MNxr5Nrs7oObBTkAAX3AP:Litkube Universe Unofficial Trailer (with XM-R) hours and hours of gameplay video. (if you have time to watch them all ;)) Naposledy upravil Informer; 3. Fox. 2014 v 10.09 ABest: Snub spam, reklamy a'uj'ce, tohen sky hrouba) p'sp'vky. The
singers. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe wiki. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe download. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe mod. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe map. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe ships. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe guide. x3 albion prelude litcube's universe
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